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PARTICIPANTS

Dr. Michele Costa, Informazioni Editoriali I.E.
spa, Agenzia ISMN per l’Area di Lingua
Italiana
Aiva Gailite, Latvijas Bibliogr¼fij¼s Instit½ts,
R‡ga, Latvian ISMN Agency
Berit Holth, National Library of Norway,
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Dr. Joachim Jaenecke, Staatsbibliothek zu
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View of some public area in the National Library of Norway, the venue of the Panel Meeting
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Opening
First Ordinary General Assembly
of the “Internationale ISMN-Agentur e.V.”

Dr. Besim Kokollari, The National and University Library of Kosova Sheshi “Hasan
Prishtina,” Kosovarian ISMN Agency
Edona Munishi, The National and University
Library of Kosova Sheshi “Hasan Prishtina,”
Kosovarian ISMN Agency

!

Kjersti Rustad, National Library of Norway
Dr. Sauliah Saleh, National Library of Indonesia, Indonesian ISMN Agency

"

Dr. Bettina von Seyfried, Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, Deutsches Musikarchiv Berlin
(DMA)

Opening of the Chair of the General
Assembly

"

Report of the Board / Report of the
Treasurer

"

Reading of the Report of the Cash
Audit(s)

"

Exoneration of the Board

"

New Scheme for Membership Fees

"

Miscellaneous

!

The ISMN Revision Process
MIC Solutions to a Small Domestic
Music Publishing Industry (by
Hilde Holbæk-Hanssen)
Progress Reports of the National /
Local ISMN Agencies

Dalia Smoriginien‹, Martynas MaÔvydas,
National Library of Lithuania, Lithuanian
ISMN Agency
Orsolya Szabó, National Széchényi Library,
Hungarian ISMN Agency
Carolin Unger, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin –
Preussischer Kulturbesitz
Dr. Hartmut Walravens, Director, Internationale ISMN-Agentur e.V.

!

Dr. Ulrich Wegner, Internationale ISMNAgentur e.V.
Hanna Zawado, Biblioteka Narodowa,
Polish ISMN Agency

!

!

!

!

Invitation to a 2008 ISMN Panel
Meeting in Indonesia (by Sauliah
Saleh)
Miscellaneous

O PENING

Kjersti Rustad welcomed the participants of the Fifteenth International
ISMN Panel Meeting on behalf of the
National Library of Norway and stated
that, for her and her colleague Berit
Holth, it was a pleasure for having the
opportunity to host this meeting.
Kjersti Rustad gave some background on the history of the building
and the library in general. The first university library of Norway was established in Oslo in 1811 being authorized to
fulfil in part tasks of a national library.
In 1882, a national department was
opened at this library. In 1989, a

Carolin Unger, the new Secretary of the Association ( l.) and Dr. Bettina von Seyfried,
treasurer and member of the Board, both heading for the city of Oslo

branch of the National Library was established in Mo i Rana, a city in the
middle of Norway, a thousand kilometers north of Oslo. In 1999, the Norwegian department was singled out of the
University Library and the National
Library in Oslo was established uniting
the two branches within the institutional setting of the “National Library of
Norway.”
The legal deposit legislation in Norway dates back to 1797. The current legal deposit act was passed in 1989 including printed, digital and audiovisual
media. Sheet music publishers underlie
the legal deposit legislation as the book
publishers do. The sheet music publications are listed in an online catalogue
and in the National Bibliography which
is accessible over the Internet as well.
The Norwegian ISMN Agency
opened business in 1996. The first Norwegian publisher of sheet music is mentioned in the records in 1811. Until the
end of the 19th century, the majority of
Norwegian editions of printed music
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were produced outside of Norway, in
Denmark and, first and foremost, in
Germany, for example, Grieg published his works at Peters in Leipzig.
Dr. Hartmut Walravens, chair of the
Association, thanked Kjersti Rustad
very much for her kind words of welcome. He declared the venue, the former hall of the music collection of the
Library, the most appropriate setting
for this Panel Meeting. He indicated
that this year’s agenda included many
important issues to be discussed – in
the light of the fact that the International ISMN Agency changed its governance, being no longer a unit in a larger
library environment. Along with this
new institutional independence, Dr.
Walravens pointed out, came the need
for more organisational transparency
and compliance with the legal requirements of running a registered association with charitable status. This all resulted in an increase in costs. The
former position of the Director of the
International ISMN Agency was substi-

tuted by a Board as required by the
German law. There were more shoulders on which decisions and burdens
could be put which definitely was an
advantage.
Dr. Walravens informed the audience that very soon a staff change in the
office of the International Agency was
to be expected as Dr. Ulrich Wegner,
after six years of ISMN work, was going to quit his job and was to be substituted by Carolin Unger, well known to
most of the ISMN representatives for
her expertise both in ISBN and ISMN
matters. For fifteen years, she had been
staff member of the International ISBN
Agency.
Dr. Walravens gave a short introduction to the agenda explaining why it
had been structured the way it was. He
pointed to the special legal requirements which make it necessary to hold
a General Assembly during the Panel
Meeting in order to allow the members
to take note of the reports of the Board
as well as to present, discuss and vote
on important issues of the Association.
No additional topics were requested by
the audience for the agenda when
asked to comment on it.
Dr. Walravens explained the fact
that the newly founded Association was
registered in Germany resulting in the
German version of the Agency’s name
to become the official designation. As
the Agency had been based in Berlin all
the time and as there was no interest in
changing the staff, this procedure, for
obvious reasons, suggested itself.

! F IRST O RDINARY G ENERAL
A SSEMBLY OF THE “I NTERNATI ONALE ISMN-A GENTUR E .V.”
Chair Person of the General Assembly:
Dr. Hartmut Walravens
Minute-taker: Carolin Unger
9.30 - 11.15 h
Participants: Dr. Michele Costa (Italy), Aiva
Gailite (Latvia), Berit Holth (Norway), Dr.
Joachim Jaenecke (Vice Chair Person of the
Board, Germany), Antonín Je£ábek (Czech
Republic), Dr. Besim Kokollari (Kosova),
Alenka KaniË (Slovenia), Dr. Bettina von Seyfried (Treasurer of the Board, Germany), Dalia
Smoriginien‹ (Lithuania), Orsolya Szabó
(Hungary), Dr. Hartmut Walravens (Chair of
the Board, Germany), Hanna Zawado
(Poland)

12 members of the association entitled
to vote attended the Assembly. Spain
had transferred its vote to Norway so
that there were actually 13 votes.
The Assembly had been called
according to the statutes.
A GENDA
!
Opening of the Chair of the
General Assembly
!
Report of the Board / Report of
the Treasurer
!
Reading of the Report of the
Cash Audit(s)

Exoneration of the Board
New Scheme for Membership
Fees
!
!

!

Miscellaneous

R EPORT

OF THE

B OARD

The Board consists of Hartmut Walravens as Chair Person who ran the International ISMN Agency since 1993. The
Vice Chair Person is Joachim Jaenecke
from the State Library in Berlin. The
treasurer is Bettina von Seyfried from
the Deutsches Musikarchiv (German
Music Archives).
The International ISMN Agency offers institutional membership. Although the Association was founded by
the 8 individuals, they are connected to
organisations. We are not looking for
private personal members. But needless
to say, we are open to other members,
especially from new agencies.
The present Board will last for three
years. The next election will be in 2009.

The Association was registered in
October and got a bank account in December. For this transition period the
account of the International ISMN
Agency was “parked” at the State Library Berlin – Prussian Cultural Foundation but as access was restricted because of administrative routines, all the
investments were made only in spring
2007, and do not show on the 2006 balance sheet.
Due to the late implementation of
the account, the Treasurer could only
start after Christmas. So, there were only two transactions for 2006. The transactions in 2007 will be much more,
among other reasons due to the new office. For 2007, the Internationale
ISMN-Agentur e.V. will present a list of
income and expenditure.

The assembly was able to make decisions as according to the statutes simple majority was sufficient.

O PENING OF THE C HAIR
G ENERAL A SSEMBLY

OF THE

The International ISMN Agency now is
an independent institution, no longer
attached to the State Library. For the
purpose of establishing the organization, the founding members of the Internationale ISMN-Agentur e.V. were
called together on 29 June 2006. The
official name has to be in German because it is registered in Germany. A
version of the minutes in German will
have to be sent to German authorities.
On 31 October 2006 the German authorities registered the new association.
The next practical steps were taken:
Establish an account, find office space,
promote the standard revision, win new
ISMN agencies as members. Another
task was to conclude new contracts
with the member institutions due to the
new legal status of the International
Agency. It was decided to have an annex
to the existing contracts. By end of May,
35 out of 51 agencies signed this annex.
R EADING OF THE R EPORT
C ASH A UDIT ( S )

OF THE

The Cash Audits could not personally
attend the General Assembly. They had
checked the account and sent their approval by fax.

Lunch break for the panelists in the restaurant of the National Library of Norway

Three countries became members,
recently: Belgium, Kazakhstan, and Singapore. Currently, the system is applied
in 51 countries wordwide. Negotiations
are going on with the United States.
There are exploratory contacts with
China, Japan, and South Africa.

R EPORT

OF THE

T REASURER

The Treasurer has been responsible for
activities of the Internationale ISMNAgentur e.V. since its establishment on
31 October 2006.

E XONERATION

OF THE

B OARD

The delegate from Kosova suggested to
exonerate the Board. Result (by show
of hands): 10 yes, no dissenting votes,
no abstentions.

N EW S CHEME
F EES

FOR

M EMBERSHIP

The Panel approved the proposed list
of membership contributions after
careful consideration. It was agreed
that the combination of the criteria of
ISMN Newsletter 17 (2007)
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overall annual music publications and
the GNI (purchasing power of a country) were a suitable way of determining
the quota. If members are unhappy
with the published data they are asked
to contact the International ISMN
Agency and provide more reliable data
and their sources.
The ISMN Panel resolved unanimously by show of hands (13 yes, no
abstentions, no dissenting votes, all
votes were valid):
*********
The General Assembly resolves:
The annual membership fee of a
member country or region of the Internationale ISMN-Agentur e.V. will be
calculated on the basis of
(1) the output of editions of printed
music in a certain year, and
(2) the figure for the Gross National
Income (per capita, method Purchasing
Power Parity “PPP”) for the same year.
A multiplication of both figures leads
to a number which is to be matched
with the following payment ranges:

Dr. Michele Costa (Italian ISMN Agency) and Kjersti Rustad from the National Library of Norway

dures. The same applies when objecions are raised against the amount of
the contribution.
*********

EUR

Output x GNI

M ISCELLANEOUS

100
250
500
750
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000
11000
12000

0–500
501–1000
1001–5000
5001–10000
10001–20000
20001–50000
50001–75000
75001–100000
100001–125000
125001–150000
150001–175000
175001–200000
200001–225000
225001–250000
250001–275000
275001–300000

The invoices for 2007 were sent out.
The AGM was closed at 11:15.

Figures will be updated on a yearly
basis.
All members have to pay membership fees without exception as stated in
the Statutes. If for economical reasons
they are unable to pay, the Internationale ISMN-Agentur e.V. will investigate
each individual case and the General
Assembly will decide on further proce4
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! T HE ISMN R EVISION
P ROCESS

Dr. Walravens reported that, in the
course of the revision process, the ballot, the deadline of which had passed
on March 30, 2007, yielded a 100 percent approval of the Committee Draft
(CD). Quite a number of comments
were simply of an editorial nature referring to proper grammar, adjustment of
wording, etc., which did not change the
meaning of the content.
In addition, some more serious
changes were considered. An ad hoc
working meeting of the ISMN Working
Group took place in Santiago de Compostela on May 9 with the Technical
Director of ISO in Geneva participating. Most of the comments were accepted. There was some dissatisfaction

on the side of the British Standards
Institute regarding the term “Musicland” that we had been using for a long
time. It denotes that contingent of
numbers starting with “979 0” in order
to avoid any competition with the
“Bookland” (trenches of numbers starting with 978/979). Due to the
objections, the term will not be part of
the standard text. It should be kept in
the “User’s Manual,” though, for reasons of convenience.
Furthermore, “EAN UCC barcode”
will be substituted by “EAN-13 barcode.” A reference to legal deposit
laws, as suggested by a member, was
not entered into the standard text. The
nature of the standard does not make it
mandatory to mention the legal deposit
in ISMN countries or regions although
the work in legal deposit offices exemplifies one of the possible applications
of the standard.
Some found it confusing to demonstrate the rules of the standard by separating the single elements by hyphens
or by spaces side by side; we therefore
decided to use only hyphens in the examples given in the standard text in order to avoid any confusion. In practice,
of course, everybody is free to use either hyphens or spaces.
Some criticism was expressed within
the Working Group concerning the

Annex of the draft standard text on the
implementation of the 13-digit standard which was considered too short in
order to deal with this important matter. But, replacing the “M-” by the prefix “979 0” is the simple and only step
to be taken to convert a 10-digit into a
13-digit number. The implementation
from the technical point of view, therefore, is fairly simple – so easy that it
does not require more than two sentences; more important and more difficult is, of course, the implementation in
the user communities.
One major change was initiated by
AFNOR, the French standards organisation, which insisted on the integration of one further annex, a list of kernel metadata. This issue had been
discussed already during a past ISMN
Panel Meeting and had been discarded
due to the fact that most ISMN agencies are either connected with national
libraries, and national libraries have
their cataloguing codes and requirements which is much more than a basic
kernel metadata set, or, in the case of
commercial organisations, they are connected with some kind of music-inprint catalogue or something similar
and this requires a metadata set anyhow. During the Working Group meeting, participants agreed to comply with
AFNOR’s recommendation and include this appendix, but it was labeled
“informative,” not “normative,” i.e.,
prescribed by the standard. This annex, therefore, did not represent a major change of the Committee Draft, a
change which would have made another round of voting on the same draft
necessary.
The next stage of the revision process, the Draft International Standard
(DIS), therefore, was reached without
any further delay. The TC 46/SC 9 office stated that the present approved
and amended Committee Draft should
be proposed for Draft International
Standard as of the end of June 2007.
Resolution 5 of the TC 46/SC 9 meeting in Santiago de Compostela states:
“SC 9 resolves that CD 10957 [= the
ISMN Commitee Draft ] as modified
by the decisions of the ad hoc Working
Group meeting held on the 9th of May,
2007, should be advanced to the inquiry stage for distribution and voting
as DIS 10957 by the 30th of June, 2007.”

After a French translation of the
CD will have been done, the French
and English version will be put up for
ballot again – the final ballot in which
only “yes” and “no” ballots would be
applicable. In the light of the general
approval of the Committee Draft and
the consistent integration of comments
and suggestions, it is to be expected
that every institution will vote for the
acceptance of the DIS. We should expect to have the standard revision
passed by the end of 2007.
Dr. Walravens underlined that, at
this point of the revision process, it is
essential to develop strategies to inform
all partners and cooperating institutions especially in the business sector
(music publishers, music publishers associations, etc.) about the ongoing
changes. One should alert the computer companies which develop software
and deal in barcodes, etc. We should in
general think about how to implement
the new standard in one’s own country
and region. Everybody who has a
professional interest in the revision and
its outcomes – also with regard to the
technical application – should get informed as soon as possible as we want
the standard to be applied.

We certainly should inform IAML,
Dr. Walravens continued; we passed a
report to the IAML Board and will
submit another report with the updates
on the revision process which is hoped
to be read by Dr. Jaenecke at the next
IAML meeting in Australia. It would
also be important to inform the national branches of IAML. It might in some
cases be necessary to point out that
ISMN has been using its contingents
among the prefix 979 for quite some
time already which is not known
among some distributors if they are
mainly dealing with books.
The national or regional ISMN
agencies are requested to see to it that
all of the user communities in the
respective country are well informed. It
furthermore would be appropriate to
start with the translation of the standard text right now in order to have the
translated text ready when one should
get down to work with the implementation of the revised standard – probably
at the beginning of 2008. One should
go ahead with the translation, but wait
with the printing of the text until the
international version is passed.

The representatives of the Kosovarian ISMN Agency: Edona Munishi and Dr. Besim Kokollari
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Orsolya Szabó (Hungary)

Alenka KaniË (Slovenia)

Berit Holth (Norway)

Introducing the paper to be held by
Hilde Holbæk-Hanssen, Dr. Walravens
pointed out that the Music Information
Centres (MIC) all over the world are
very important institutions, promoting
at first place the contemporary music
scene by preserving manuscripts of
composers, etc. The International
ISMN Agency has a strong interest in
fostering relationships with the Music
Information Centres.

number of cities with more than
100.000 inhabitants are four in all (including the two mentioned). The entire
population of Norway is 4,5 million.
Like a corner of New York. Small!
We are also a comparatively young
nation. It all began long time ago: We
use to say that our area was populated
by a tribal fool from the continent, who
got confused when the snow and ice finally disappeared after the Great Ice
Age and followed the glacier as it withdrew northwards. And the evidence for
this theory, we think, is the fact that a
big part of the population follows the
snow up in the mountains for their
Easter holidays, in order to keep skiing,
– while they could actually enjoy
spring!
You are probably more familiar with
our proud history of the Vikings. In
fact we do not have much reason to be
so proud of them, with their plundering, killings and raping all over Europe.
But they still are important to our
tough image. Norway at that time consisted of a number of small counties,
that were gathered and converted to
Christianity towards the end of the
Viking Era.
In 1349, the Black Death came to
Norway. In one year our population
was reduced by 2/3 from 300.000 to
100.000 people approximately, and because of more epidemics throughout
the 15th century the population sank
even more. After that we had almost no
possibility to remain an independent
nation, and to make a long story short

we became a province under Denmark
– for 400 years. We call this period the
“Danish night.” Not a glorious period.
Poverty, illiteracy, exploitation and misery! The capital was Copenhagen, and
all education took place there or in other important cities of the continent. We
only got our own university in Oslo in
1811. In other words: We lost many of
our talents; they simply did not find it
interesting to return to Norway, after
having tasted the interesting life down
south.
In 1814 we got loose from Denmark, and ratified our own Constitution on the 17th of May. – Well, to be
honest, we were, in fact, given away to
the Swedes, as a war profit from Denmark who had fought on the French
side during the Napoleonic wars. The
Swedes were reasonable enough to
make this arrangement a Union. So we
were allowed to have our own parliament. The union lasted until 1905,
when we finally got our Sovereignty,
our own Government, and a brand new
King – imported from Denmark!
While, during the preceding
centuries, more prominent cultural
countries in Europe, with strong courtand monastery traditions, had built up
their art music history and music institutions, nothing had happened in Norway. We did, however, build a strong
folk music tradition which is still very
much alive, and that folk music enthusiasts throughout the world envy us.
Since 1765 the Hansa city of Bergen
had a music society, “Harmonien,” very

MIC S OLUTIONS TO A
S MALL D OMESTIC M USIC
P UBLISHING I NDUSTRY
( BY H ILDE H OLBÆK -H ANSSEN ,
S ENIOR A DVISER , M USIC
I NFORMATION C ENTRE N ORWAY
[MIC])
!

The Music Information Centre Norway is the main distributor of contemporary sheet music in Norway. We do
not use the ISMN numbers. I shall try
to explain why.
Norway is small, but, in fact, one of
the longest countries in Europe. If you
turn it upside down and keep the
southernmost point where it is, our
northernmost point would end up
south of Rome. Our coastline is the
second longest in the world.
But it is narrow. And scarcely populated. The capital of Oslo is the largest
city; it has approximately 540.000 inhabitants. The second biggest city is
Bergen with less than 250.000. The
6
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Dr. Joachim Jaenecke (Germany)

Dr. Sauliah Saleh (Indonesia)

Dr. Bettina von Seyfried (Germany)

much influenced by German city musicians who settled down in our cold environments for shorter or longer period
of time. “Harmonien” is still alive today
as the Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra.
– But it was hardly very “philharmonic” until a couple of decades ago.
In the 19th century, however, Ole
Bull entered the music scene. Ole Bull
was a national character. His life was
like a fairytale to simple Norwegians: A
violin virtuoso, with a considerable career throughout Europe, especially in
Italy and France. He also was a composer and a cosmopolitan. His first wife
was French, the second one an American. He even tried to establish his own
colony in the United States, Oleanna. –
A complete fiasco, by the way.
Besides his influence on the music
scene as a performer and composer, he
felt an obligation to contribute to his
poor, native country: After his return
from the failure in the USA, he founded “The Norwegian Theatre” in the
city of Bergen in 1852. It became the
first real cultural institution in Norway.
Ole Bull was an important source of
inspiration for Edvard Grieg, Henrik
Ibsen and Edvard Munch, who made a
name for themselves as artists on an international level in the last half of the
19th century. They all became important persons for our national identity
towards the end of this century and in
the building of our nation. Without
them I doubt if we had managed to get
loose in 1905. One reason for their international reputation was the lack of

possibilities at home. They spent much
time abroad. Ibsen wrote many of his
plays in Italy, Edvard Munch lived in
Berlin for long period of time, and Edvard and Nina Grieg spent most of
their time touring Europe. In fact they
regarded their home, Trollhaugen, in
Bergen as a summer house.
In the 1890s, Edvard Grieg founded
what was later, in 1919, to become the
Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra. Today
we have two full symphony orchestras
(Oslo, Bergen), three middle-sized (Stavanger, Trondheim and the Radio), and
two under construction (Tromsø and
Kristiansand). The Norwegian State
Opera, which is our only full time
opera company, opened in 1957 and
shall move into its own premises only
next year. Except from the very modest
beginnings of the orchestras in Bergen
and Oslo, all these institutions have
come through – very slowly – throughout the 20th century.
So, what has all this to do with our
lack of ISMN numbers? Well, this is
how I explain a very small home market, an even smaller audience, and subsequently a very small music publishing
industry in Norway. Music publishing
has never been a smart way of making
money here. The great publishing
houses throughout the world make
their living from performing rights and
orchestral hire – and to a lesser degree
from sales. All major music publishers
in Europe have orchestral hire and
rights from this part of their repertory
as a main source of their income. In

fact this hire business is now so important that more and more pieces of contemporary chamber music also become
hire materials. Simply because this is
more profitable than selling it.
With only five symphony orchestras,
one opera house and scarce audience
this is not easy. In fact music publishers
in Norway today make most of their
living from tutorial books, music for
choir and wind band, and particularly
marching bands. Marching band is a
kind of a national sport here. It is an
aim for almost every school in Norway
to have one. The reason for this is our
National Constitution Day on May
17th, – you remember 1814? – when all
children in Norway march the streets.
We have made it a tradition not to have
military parades, but children’s parades
to celebrate our freedom. And in front
of every school goes a marching band.
– Band music, in fact, keeps at least
two Norwegian publishing houses going.
But for composers of art music this
is a difficult situation. The publishers
do not earn enough on them, although
they would very much like to have
them in their catalogues. Subsequently,
few Norwegian composers have a publisher. Our small music publishing
houses, of which none are a part of a
big international chain, such as Music
Sales, can’t afford to have their own
promotion departments. For the composers, it is of less importance to have a
nice looking score that neither they nor
their families can eat their fill from.
ISMN Newsletter 17 (2007)
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tween a library and a publisher. Our library contains both copies of manuscripts and published Norwegian contemporary works. MIC maintains
copyright for all works deposited as
manuscripts by the composers, all in all
more than 7000 works. We have filed
more than 3000 published works by the
same composers. MIC passes on music
by more than 300 composers, out of
which 2/3 are now living. Through
sales of sheet music, our in-house printing facility generates an annual turnover amounting to NOK 2–300 000
(25.000–37.000 Euros). Hiring out of
orchestral materials generates roughly
the same figures.
MIC is a member of the IAMIC –
International Association of Music Information Centres. There are more
than 40 MICs throughout the world,
most of them in Europe. Some of us
have the same system for music production and distribution: Norway, FinFrom l. to r.: Dr. Michele Costa (Italian ISMN Agency), Dr. Hartmut Walravens and Carolin
Unger (both International ISMN Agency)
land, Sweden, Iceland, The Netherlands, Belgium, Canada, etc. Some of
Full time composers make their living
1979 and inherited the entire archives
us have professional publishing houses
from commissions and performing
of the composers: Approximately 8.000 parallel to this kind of manuscript
rights, – if they don’t have grants.
titles, both printed music and manucopying: for example, Sweden (Edition
To keep themselves alive, the comscripts.
Suecia) and The Netherlands (Doneposers found a solution some time in
It’s our humble belief that Norwemus).
the 1950s. In order to make their mem- gian contemporary music would face an
And now I finally get to the point:
bers’ works available, the Society of
entirely different situation presently
The reason why we do not use the
Norwegian Composers built up their
without the existence of MIC. Today,
ISMN numbers is that we simply do
own archives of scores and parts, and
Norwegian composers regardless of
not have the right to do it, because we
offered copies of orchestral materials
their organisational appurtenance are
have no legal rights to the works. As a
for sale and hire. That was not easy be- not forced to rely on a publisher in ormixture of library and publisher, it has
fore the copying machines came
der to have their music distributed and never occurred to us to think of ISMN.
through. So in the first decades they
to inform on their works.
The composers only deposit their
lent out originals manuscripts and
No offence to the music publishers
works with us. They are free to withparts, and later used light copying and
is intended here, but MIC has for many draw it, revise it or publish it whenever
onion skin paper, just like the publishyears maintained a position as the larg- they want.
ers – and architects.
est distributor of Norwegian contemMost of them don’t. One reason for
By the end of the 1970s the comporary music. Each year we file approx- that could be that we don’t take away
posers’ society realized that this proimately 300 new works. We produce
any performing rights money from
duction of music was too much to deal more than 90% of all parts copied for
them. That means that they may keep
with for a trade union. And they had
Norwegian orchestral works.
those 33% that the publishers charge
realized that availability of the music
Distributing Norwegian orchestral mu- of the performing rights income. But
was not enough. Information was crusic, in an extent that publishers do, is
we have had some waves of interest for
cial. So they took the initiative to open
often done by the MIC at a later stage – publishing. In fact we are in the middle
a Music Information Centre, and man- after the premiere – thus resulting in
of one right now, and now some of
aged to make the state pay for it! – One the orchestral material often being pur- them have managed to get good pubof the fortunes being a small country,
chased from us. On an annual basis,
lishers abroad, that do what publishers
and a language minority, is that we are
MIC hires out approximately eighty
are supposed to: They promote.
very much concerned not to drown in
Norwegian orchestral works worldMIC also offers promotion. But beAnglo-American culture, which became wide, and out of these ¼ are premieres ing financed by the state we can't
quite influential here after World War
for which we have produced new parts. choose 4–5 of our 300 composers and
II. In the 1970s this way of thinking
With regard to scores, MIC holds
concentrate on them. Thus our way is,
was particularly strong. We opened in
something of a transitional position be- depending on the target group in ques8
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tion, to choose among a variety of
styles, instrumentations, ages, male and
female composers, etc. We have booths
at music fairs, we talk to orchestras,
conductors, festivals etc. and give them
scores, CDs and other materials. We
also send CDs to radio stations, universities, and journalists.
And we have a rather voluminous
Internet site that has become very important for us, being a small country on
the periphery: mic.no – with a catalogue, calendar, directory, news and a
download shop for Norwegian recordings. We have combined it with an online magazine that publishes daily all
kinds of things on the entire Norwegian music scene, and an English site
that also publishes daily, but with information dedicated to an international
audience. All our information is linked
together, so that the works of our composers are in fact available to a very big
audience. We have for the time being
approximately 3 million page views a
month, and approximately 400.000
unique readers a month.
When I travel abroad I have noticed
that some composers, especially the
young and not yet established from
strong music publishing nations like
France and Germany, envy their Norwegian colleagues. They claim that it is
almost impossible to get a contract with
a publishing house. They first have to
prove their talent, which is again quite
hard to do without sufficient scores,
performances and recordings.
With our system the composers have
the possibility to try out things, to experiment, to correct their failures, and
thus develop and grow into a career.
Some of them disappear. Many – some
would say far too many – keep it going.
A considerable group makes their living from composing. And a small group
has real success; among them we find
those with international contracts. And
they thank us for having made this possible. – And we still promote them and
cooperate with their publishers. We do
not regard ourselves as competitors to
the publishers, but as a supplement to
the publishing sector.
More of our MIC colleagues consider to make similar systems for their
composers. I am no expert in international publishing business, but they
seem to apply the same way of thinking

Dr. Michele Costa (Italian ISMN Agency) and Hilde Holbæk-Hanssen

that we find in the record industry:
From being based on a reasonable mixture of what we describe as “stockmarket and cathedral” (i.e., greed and idealism), an increasing tendency towards
aggressive market thinking makes them
buy and sell each other. A good example was Warner Music, that established
national companies throughout the
Nordic countries in the 1990s, only to
sell them a couple of years later. For
Norwegian composers that meant that
they suddenly had a publisher abroad
that they neither knew nor wanted.
Such operations happen more
frequently now, and big music publishers reduce their activities in certain areas, etc.
This is no longer a game they reserve for minor nations like ours. The
classical music market as a whole is regarded a minority. The classical CD
market represents 6% of the entire
sales worldwide. I don’t dare to think
of how small the share is which contemporary music is covering. It is
therefore quite understandable that our
solutions for sheet music production
could seem quite attempting.
With the Internet, the old distribution lines of the music publishers,
where the materials often take months
to reach the customers and often to a

huge price, face a new competition.
Within not too many years, digital distribution of scores and parts will really
take off, whether we like it or not.
What impact this will have on the traditional music publishing is hard to say.
Many of the young composers manage
their own distribution from home.
We digitized all our manuscripts
three years ago. So far we have used the
computer files to make copies on paper. Large works, like symphonies and
concertos, still are too big to send by email. But when technology makes it
possible we shall sure distribute the
music electronically, like some publishers already do with smaller works. And
this development has gone really fast
during the last decades. I shall not be
astonished if some day we will see
whole orchestras playing from the
screens. Thank you!
Dr. Walravens commented on the
paper given by Hilde Holbæk-Hanssen
clarifying one issue stating that there is
no connection between the ISMN and
rights mangement by the very nature of
the standard as is the case with the
International Standard Work Code
(ISWC). The ISMN might facilitate the
handling of rights, the booking of royalties, etc. But not owing the legal
ISMN Newsletter 17 (2007)
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rights for a work should not be a reason for not assigning an ISMN to the
representation of this work in digital or
paper format.

! P ROGRESS R EPORTS OF
N ATIONAL / L OCAL ISMN
A GENCIES

THE

As a considerable number of Progress Reports were accessible for the
panel participants as part of the folder
material distributed, and as most of the
reports turned out to be more of a statistical nature, it was agreed to refrain
from reading them out loud to the auditorium.
Two national issues were investigated more closely, though: In the British
report, there was a note that the U.K.
ISMN Agency had lost two major publishers because the standard revision
was delayed too much and the ISMN
could not be converted to 13 digits in a
time when the ISBN turned into its 13digit format. This demonstrated once
more what arguments might cause a
sheet music publisher to use the ISBN
for practical purposes: either ISMN applications were not available in time, or
the ISMN revision had not been advanced fast enough. This, again, underlines the need to develop strategies to
disseminate information about the new
13-digit standard and the progress
which has been made in the revision
process as fast and as efficient as possible.
Hanna Zawado from the Polish
ISMN Agency informed the audience
that the tax privileges for ISBN and
ISSN users among Polish publishers,
effective since 1994, will probably be
cancelled from the beginning of 2008
on, a change which became necessary
due to the membership of Poland in
the European Union. In 1994, the
ISMN had not been implemented in
Poland, therefore the tax privileges did
not go for the ISMN putting later
ISMN users into a disadvantage and
encouraging music publishers to stay
with the ISBN although this usage was
not in conformity with the ISO rules of
standard numbering offering a separate
standard for sheet music.
10
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Jøran Rudi, director, explaining a spectogram at Notam, a “production centre for work with sound
- in music, research, education and mediation” in Oslo

I NVITATION TO A 2008
ISMN PANEL M EETING IN
I NDONESIA ( BY D R . S AULIAH
S ALEH )
!

Dr. Saleh informed the audience on behalf of the Director of the National
Library of Indonesia, Mr. Dady Perdana Rachmananta, that the Library
was ready to host the next ISMN Panel
Meeting in 2008. The Library had prepared a formal invitation which Dr.
Saleh passed on to the participants in
Oslo. The venue of the Panel Meeting
would be a place on Bali Island. In order to give a first impression of the traditional music of Bali, Dr. Saleh presented a video excerpt with gong
kebyar gamelan music which the ISMN
representatives attending the Bali meeting would have the opportunity to
learn more about.
The Panel Meeting welcomed the
invitation very much. Dr. Walravens
stated that the perspective of an ISMN
Panel Meeting on Bali indeed was very
tempting and thanked Dr. Saleh for the
kind invitation. A far-away conference
venue in Indonesia though, he pointed
out, might pose some problems for
colleagues with respect to funding or

other institutional support indispensable for the travel. Dr. Walravens suggested that, in order to enhance the
importance of this panel meeting, an
ISMN outreach should become effective by organising a one- or two-day
workshop following the Panel Meeting
itself. As far as Southeast Asia, the
ISMN and its dissemination there are
concerned, an active promotion of the
standard in this area seems to be compelling. So far the ISMN users communities were centered in traditional music countries in Europe. Outside of
Europe, only a strong ISMN representation would make good the ISMN’s
promise to be effective on a truly internationel level. One of the reasons why
the music production of non-Western
countries should be included in the
ISMN system more forcefully is that
the rich musical traditions in areas outside of Europe offered a strong inspiration for European composers.
An additional outreach seminar in
Indonesia would serve the dissemination of the ISMN in Southeast Asia
considerably provided that representatives from the music business in these
areas would be invited and given the
opportunity to become familiar with
the ISMN standard. Dr. Walravens

!

BELGIUM

Partitor vzw. Att.: Mr. Marc Hofkens. Molenhoekstraat 33,
9170 Meerdonk. Tel: (+32 3) 2963367. Fax: (+32 3) 2885242.
E-mail: marc@anmark.be
!

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

The National and University Library of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Att.: Ms. Nevenka Hajdarovic. Zmaja od Bosne 8B,
71000 Sarajevo. Tel. (+387 33) 21 24 35. Fax: (+387 33) 21 24
35. E-mail: ismn-bih@nub.ba. URL http://www. nub.ba
!

BRAZIL

Fundação Biblioteca Nacional. Agéncia Brasileira do ISMN.
Att.: Ms. Liana Gomes Amadeo. Av. Rio Branco, n. 219 - 1.
andar. Rio de Janeiro 20040-008. Tel.: (+55 21) 30953953. Fax:
(+55 21) 30953953. E-mail: isbn@bn.br. URL
http://www.bn.br
!

CANADA

Library and Archives Canada. Director, Acquisitions Directorate. Published Heritage Branch, Canadian ISMN Agency
Att.: Mr. Jean-Eudes Bériault. 395, Wellington Street. Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0N4. Tel.: (+1 819) 994-6872. Fax: (+1 819) 9977517. E-mail: jean-eudes.beriault@lac-bac.gc.ca. URL
http://www.collectionscanada.ca/6/12/index-e.html
!

CROATIA

Nacionalna i sveu†ilišna knij…nica. Hrvatski ured za ISMN.
Att.: Ms. Jasenka Zajec. Hrvatske bratske zajednice 4, 10000
Zagreb. Tel.: (+385 1) 6164087. Fax: (+385 1) 6164371. Email: isbn@nsk.hr. URL http://www.nsk.hr/ismn
!

Participants of the Panel Meeting at Notam learning about
spectograms, sound synthesis, and soundscape research

strongly voted for exploring the option
of having a wider outreach besides inviting representatives of the Indonesian
music business to participate in the
Panel Meeting itself which for sure
would be a good idea as well.
Thailand and China would be potential ISMN partners in the future,
preliminary talks with local representatives took place in the past already. India and Vietnam would be two more
promising candidates for a future
ISMN membership.
Dr. Jaenecke pointed out that 2008
indeed would be an appropriate year
for a distant panel venue whereas in
2009, with the board elections on the
agenda, it would not be advisable to invite to far-away places. Dr. von Seyfried
stressed the fact that an international
standard organisation should strongly
focus on the international impact of its
work, and a panel meeting in Indonesia
would serve this purpose perfectly.
No definite decisions were made.
The Director of the National Library of
Indonesia, Mr. Dady Perdana Rachmananta, was kindly asked to see into
the possibilities of organizing such an
outreach seminar by contacting colleagues from the Conference of Directors of National Libraries (CDNL) and

discussing the project with them encouraging their participation in the outreach meeting.
Dr. Jaenecke recommended to invest some thoughts into possible venues
for the 2009 meeting as well. He asked
the local ISMN representatives to submit proposals to the Berlin office.

!

M ISCELLANEOUS

No miscellaneous topics were
discussed.

!

N ATIONAL / REGIONAL ISMN

A GENCIES

!

ARMENIA

National Book Chamber of Armenia. Att.: Mr. Hovhannes
Bekmezyan. G. Kochar st. 21, 375009 Yerevan-9. Tel (+374 1)
52 75 95. E-mail: grapalat@arminco.com. URL http://www.
book-chamber.am
!

AUSTRALIA

ISMN Agency, Music Acquisition and Cataloguing. National
Library of Australia. Att. Ms. Sally Manning. Canberra ACT
2600. Tel (+61 2) 6262 1777. Fax (+61 2) 6273 4322. E-mail:
ismn@nla. gov.au. URL http://www.nla.gov.au/services/ismn
!

AZERBAIJAN

Khazar University. Career Development Centre. ISMN
Agency. Att. Raziya Isayeva. 11 Mehseti St., Baku 370096. Tel
(+994 12) 4217916. Fax (+994 12) 4989379: E-mail:
risayeva@khazar.org. URL http://www.khazar.org

DENMARK

Det Kongelige Bibliotek, Musikafdelingen, Dansk ISMN-Kontor. Att.: Klaus Møllerhøj, POB 2149, 1016 Copenhagen K.
Tel.: (+45) 33 47 44 77. Fax: (+45) 33 47 47 10. E-mail:
kmo@kb.dk. URL http://www.kb.dk/da/kb/nb/mta/international/ISMN.html
!

ESTONIA

Eesti Rahvusraamatukogu, National Library of Estonia, Eesti
ISMN Agentuur. Att.: Mai Valtna, Tõnismägi 2, 15189 Tallinn.
Tel.: (+37 2) 6307372. Fax: (+37 2) 6311200. E-mail:
ismn@nlib.ee. URL http://www.nlib.ee/ismn
!

FINLAND

Helsinki University Library. Att.: Maarit Huttunen, P.O. Box
26 (Teollisuuskatu 23), 00014 University of Helsinki. Tel.:
(+358 9) 19144327. Fax: (+358 9) 19144341. E-mail:
isbn-keskus@helsinki.fi. URL http://www.nationallibrary.fi/
publishers/ismn.html

FRANCE

SEAM. Société des Éditeurs et Auteurs de Musique, François
Leduc, 175, rue St.-Honoré, 75040 Paris cedex 1. Tel.: (+33 1)
4296 7646. Fax: (+33 1) 4286 0283. E-mail: seamfrance@free.fr
!

!

CZECH REPUBLIC

Národní Knihovna ‡R. Att.: Antonín Je²ábek, Klementinum
190, 110 00 Praha 1, Tel.: (+42 02) 221663306. Fax: (+42 02)
216 63306. E-mail: isbn@nkp.cz. URL http://www.nkp.cz

!

!

CYPRUS

The Cyprus Library. Att.: Dr. Antonis Maratheftis. Eleftherias
Square, 1011 Nicosia. Tel.: (+357 22) 303180. Fax: (+357 22)
304532. E-mail: amaratheftis@hotmail.com

GEORGIA

National Parliamentary Library. Att.: Nino Simonishvili, 5
Gudiashvili st., 0107 Tbilisi. Tel.: (+995 32) 935862. E-mail:
ninosim@hotmail.com

GERMANY (ALSO FOR AUSTRIA, LUXEMBOURG,
SWITZERLAND)

!

On behalf of the Deutscher Musikverlegerverband: Acamar
Management & Service GmbH & Co KG. Att.: Anne Schink.
Kalscheurener Str. 8, 50354 Hürth. Tel.: (+49 2233) 804 10 60.
Fax: (+49 2233) 804 10 61. E-mail: info@acamar-service.net.
URL http://www.idnv.net/idnv/de/IS/index.html
!

GHANA

George Padmore Research Library On African Affairs. Ghana
Library Board. Att.: Omari Mensah Tenkorang. P. O. Box
2970, Accra. Tel.: (+233 21) 223526. Fax: (+233 21) 247768.
E-mail: Padmoreres1@yahoo.com.uk. URL http://www.
ghana.com.gh/padmore
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!

GREECE

National Library of Greece. National Centre of ISMN. Att.:
Virginia Papazian, Panepistimiou 32, 106 79 Athens. Tel.: (+30
2) 103382529. Fax: (+30 2) 103608141. E-mail:
papazian@nlg.gr. URL http://www.nlg.gr
!

HUNGARY

National Széchényi Library, Hungarian ISBN/ISMN Library.
Att.: Orsolya Szabó. Budavári Palota F.ép, H-1827 Budapest.
Tel.: (+3 61) 487 8670. Fax: (+3 61) 487 8687. E-mail:
oszabo@oszk.hu, isbn@oszk. hu. URL http://www.oszk.hu
!

INDONESIA

National Library of Indonesia, Perpustakaan Nasional Indonesia, National ISMN Agency, Att.: Dr. Sauliah Saleh. Jl. Salemba Raya 28 A, Jakarta 10002. Tel.: (+62 21) 315 4863-64,
3927919. Fax: (+62 21) 392 79 19. E-mail: sauliah@
pnri.go.id. URL http://www.pnri.go.id
!

IRAN

Iran Book House, Iran ISMN Agency. Att.: Ehsan Elahi. 1178
Palestine Crossroad, Enghelab Ave., Tehran 13157. Tel.: (+98
21) 6414 991. Fax: (+98 21) 6415360. E-mail:
isbn@ketabnet.org.ir. URL http://www.ketabnet.org.ir
!

ISRAEL

The Israeli Center for Libraries. Att.: Ruth Haimovich. Baruch
Hirsh 22, Bnei Brak 51108. Tel.: (+972 3) 6180151 ext. 106.
Fax: (+972 3) 5798048. E-mail: ismn@icl.org.il. URL:
http://www.icl.org.il
!

ITALY

Agenzia ISMN per l’Area di Lingua Italiana, Informazioni
Editoriali I.E. spa. Att.: Dr. Michele Costa, CEO. Via Bergonzoli, 1/5, 20127 Milano. Tel.: (+39 02) 283151. Fax: (+39 02)
28315900. E-mail: info@ismn.it. URL http://www.ismn.it
!

KAZAKHSTAN

National Book Chamber of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Att.:
Aigul Kadirsizova. Ulica Puskina 2, Almaty 480016. Tel:
(+327) 230 06 98, 230 42 65. Fax: (+327) 230 06 98, 230 42 65.
E-mail: aigulkadirsizova@mail.ru, info@bookchamber.kz
!

KOSOVA

The National and University Library of Kosova, National
ISMN Agency. Att.: Edona Munishi-Kokollari. Sheshi “Hasan
Prishtina” p.n., 10000 Prishtina. Tel.: (+ 381 38) 212 458. Fax:
(+ 381 38) 248 940. E-mail: enimunishi@yahoo.com. URL
http://biblioteka-ks.org

!

LATVIA

Latvijas Bibliogr¼fij¼s Instit½ts. Att.: Laimdota Pr½se. Anglik¼nu iel¼ 5 (Bibliotekas iel¼), LV 1816 Rƒga. Tel.: (+371) 7212668.
Fax: (+371) 7224587. E-mail: laimdotap@lbi.lnb.lv. URL:
http://www.lnb.lv
!

LITHUANIA

Martynas Ma…vydas National Library of Lithuania. The Centre
of Bibliography and Book Sciences. Att.: Dalia Smoriginien£.
Gedimino pr. 51, 01504 Vilnius. Tel.: (+370 5) 239 8649. Fax:
(+370 5) 249 6055. E-mail: d.smoriginiene@lnb.lt. URL http://
www.lnb.lt
!

MACEDONIA

Narodna i Univerzitetska Biblioteka “St. Kliment Ohridski”.
Music Department. Att.: Eleni Novakovska. Bul. “Goce
Delcev” 6, 1000 Skopje. Tel.: (+389 02) 3115-358. Fax: (+389
02) 3226 846. E-mail: muzikalii@nubsk.edu.mk. URL
http://www.nubsk. edu.mk
!

MOLDOVA

Camera Nationala a Cartii din Republica Moldova. Att.: Renata Cozonac, Manager. Bd. Stefan cel Mare, 180, Office 202,
2004 Chisin±u. Tel.: (+373 22) 246542, 295746. Fax: (+373 22)
295746. E-mail: cncm@go.ro. URL http://www. iatp.md/cnc
!

NEW ZEALAND

Bibliographic Services, National Library of New Zealand. Att.:
Deirdre McFarland, Acquisitions Team Leader. PO Box 1467,
Wellington 6140. Tel.: (+64 4) 474 3074. Fax: (+64 4) 474
3161. E-mail: ismn@natlib.govt.nz. URL http:// www.natlib.
govt.nz/services/get-advice/publishing/ismn
!

NORWAY

The Norwegian ISMN Agency, National Library of Norway.
Att.: Berit Holth. POB 2674 Solli, 0203 Oslo. Tel.: (+47)
23276057. Fax: (+47) 23276010. E-mail: ismn@nb.no. URL
http://www.nb.no/html/ismn.html
!

PHILIPPINES

The National Library of the Philippines. Att.: Elizabeth W.
Arevalo, Bibliographic Services Div., P. O. Box 2926, Ermita,
Manila 1000. Tel.: (+63 2) 5241011. Fax: (+63 2) 5241011. Email: elyarevalo@yahoo.com
!

POLAND

Biblioteka Narodowa, Instytut Bibliograficzny. Att.: Hanna
Zawado. Al. Niepodleg|oÎci 213, skr. poczt. 36, 02-086 Warszawa. Tel.: (+48 22) 608 2432. Fax: (+48 22) 825 5729.
E-mail: hzawado@bn.org.pl. URL http://www.bn.org.pl

The old and the new Secretary of the International ISMN Agency enjoying the Oslo Panel Meeting.
Ulrich Wegner was succeeded by Carolin Unger on July 1, 2007.

!

PORTUGAL

Biblioteca Nacional. Centro de Estudos Musicológicos. Att.:
Dr. Catarina Latino. Campo Grande, 83, 1749-081 Lisboa.
Tel.: (+351 21) 798 2016. Fax: (+351 21) 798 2142. E-mail:
mlatino@bn. pt. URL http://www.bn.pt/servicos-ao-publico/
sp-ismn.html
!

ROMANIA

Biblioteca Na¢ional± a României, Centrul Rom¼n ISBN-ISMNISSN-CIP. Att.: Mihaela Laura Stanciu. Str. Ion Ghica nr. 4,
79708 Bucuresti. Tel.: (+40 21) 311 2635. Fax: (+40 21) 312
4990. E-mail: isbn@bibnat.ro. URL http://www.bibnat.ro
!

RUSSIA

Russian Book Chamber. Att.: Valerii Aleksandrovich Siroyenko, Director-General. Kremlevskaja nab. 1/9 str. 8, 119019
Moscow. Tel.: (+7 095) 203 5608. Fax: (+7 095) 288 9991. Email: info@bookchamber.ru. URL http://www.bookchamber.ru
!

SERBIA

National Library of Serbia. Att.: Vesna AleksandroviÊ. Skerliceva 1, 11 000 Belgrade. Tel.: (+381 11) 2451242, local 79. Email: vesnamusic@nbs.bg.ac.yu. URL http://www.nbs.bg.ac.yu
!

SINGAPORE

Library Supply Centre, National Library Board. Att.: Nazeerah Gopaul. 3 Changi South St 2, Xilin Districentre Building B
Level 2, Singapore 486548. Tel: (+65) 6546-7271. Fax: (+65)
6546-7262. E-mail: legaldep@nlb.gov.sg. URL http://www.
nlb.gov.sg
!

SLOVAKIA

Slovenská národná kni…nica, v Matici slovenskej. Att.: Erika
Poloncová. Nám. J. C. Hronského 1, 036 01 Martin. Tel.:
(+421 43) 4224983. Fax: (+421 43) 4224983. E-mail:
poloncova@snk.sk. URL http://www.snk.sk
!

SLOVENIA

Narodna in univerzitetna knji…nica v Ljubljani. Att.: Alenka
KaniÊ. Turjaška 1, p.p. 259, 1000 Ljubljana. Tel.: (+386 61)
5861333. Fax: (+386 61) 5861211. E-mail: Alenka.Kanic@
nuk.uni-lj.si. URL http://www.nuk.uni-lj.si
!

SPAIN

Centro de Documentación de Música y Danza, Ministerio de
Cultura. Att.: Antonio Álvarez Cañibano. c/ Torregalindo, 10,
28016 Madrid. Tel.: (+34) 91 353 1480. Fax: (+34) 91 353
1761. E-mail: cdmyd@inaem.mcu.es. URL http://cdmyd.
mcu.es/ismn.htm
!

SRI LANKA

National Library and Documentation Services Board. Att.: W.
S. Punyawardena, Deputy Director. No. 14, Independence
Avenue, Colombo 07. Tel.: (+94 11) 268 7583. Fax: (+94 11)
268 5201. E-mail: isn@mail.natlib.lk. URL http://
www.natlib.lk
!

SRPSKA (REPUBLIC OF)

National and University Library of the Republic of Srpska.
Att.: Tatjana Dunovic. Jevrejska 30, 78000 Banja Luka. Tel.:
(+387 51) 215859 ext. 124. Fax: (+0387 51) 217040.
E-mail: nubrs@urc.bl.ac.yu. URL http://www.nubrs.rs.ba
!

SWEDEN

Kungl. Biblioteket. Division of Legal Deposits. Att.: Boel
Larsson. Box 5039, 102 41 Stockholm. Tel.: (+46 8) 4634033.
Fax: (+46 8) 4634225. E-mail: boel.larsson@kb.se. URL
http://www.kb.se/ISBN/ismn.htm
!

TURKEY

ISMN Türkiye Ajans¥, Kültür ve Turizm Bakanl¥g¥, Kütüphaneler ve Yay¥mlar Genel MüdürlüÛü. Att.: Dr. Ahmet Ar¥.
Necatibey Caddesi No:55, 06440 Sihhiye - Ankara. Tel.: (+90
312) 232 2760. Fax: (+90 312) 232 2764. E-mail: ismn@
kultur.gov.tr. URL http://kygm.kulturturizm.gov.tr
!

UKRAINE

Kny…kova Palata Ukrainy. Att.: Irina Pogorelovskaya. 27, Yuri
Gagarin Ave, #101, 02094 Kyiv. Tel.: (+380 44) 5735236.
Fax: (+380 44) 5735236. E-mail: office@ukrbook.net
!

UNITED KINGDOM

Music Publishers Association Ltd, ISMN Agency. 6th Floor,
British Music House, 26 Berners Street, London W1T 3LR.
Tel.: (+44 20) 7637 4052. Fax: (+44 20) 7637 3929. URL
http://www.mpaonline. org.uk

Internationale ISMN-Agentur e.V., Schlossstr. 50, 12165 Berlin, Germany, E-mail: ismn@ismn-international.org, URL http://ismn-international.org

